Multimedia Appendix 1. Operational definitions adopted for this study
General characteristics of EBP point-of-care summary providers (Table 2)
•

Name

•

Year of release

•

Vendor/Publisher: institutions, editors, company providing and publishing resources.

•

(Marketing) claim: as stated directly in the website homepage or “About us” section.

•

Fee based/Open access: if a paid subscription fee is required to access the whole content of
the resource.

•

Type of subscription: single user, institutional, “à la carte”, pay per view, etc.

•

Format: description of the different product formats (i.e. online, desktop, PDA, etc.)

•

Annual cost: for a single-user subscription per year.

•

Target: to whom the information tool is mainly addressed (general practitioners, specialty
physicians, etc.). We also reported if it is stated that other health care professionals can
benefit from that information tool contents.

Content presentation of EBP point-of-care summary providers (Table 3)
•

Output presentation
 Type of output: book chapter-like summaries, key point summaries, answers to
clinical questions, other.
 Formal ontology of information: extent to which the tool is optimised to provide
consistent and schematic information (through domains – e.g. drugs, and classes –
e.g. antibiotic) that can be easily accessed during a consultation. Other examples of
domains and classes are: benefit/overall survival; harm/ neurotoxicity;
complementary medicine / acupuncture.[1-3] (yes/no)
 Summary flexibility: ability to retrieve brief relevant information and in-depth
content by opening or expanding a single section or category. (yes/no)
 References/link to bibliography: if general references suggested to deepen particular
topics, or references supporting any reported statements are included. (Yes
specific/Yes, general/No)

•

Intent to recommend: extent to which the summary gives clinical guidance to direct action
as well as providing research results (from facts to acts). (yes/no)

•

Strength of recommendation formal grading: the use of a formal system to grade the strength
of recommendations.[4] (yes/no)

•

Education programme
 Continuing medical education (CME) programmes: link to CME systems with the
possibility of collecting CME credits. (yes/no)
 Additional education materials: e.g. statistical and methodological supporting
material. (yes/no)

•

Patients handout: a plain language content specifically developed for patients and hosted by
the website (outer links were excluded). (yes/no)

Editorial quality (Table 4)
•

Authorship: clear indication of the author(s) of a specific content reported in the output. A
generic “editorial team” was considered unclear.

•

Reviewing process: a detailed description of the procedures aimed at assessing and ensuring
the scientific quality of output (review process by external peer reviewers and/or by editors).
[5]

•

Updating: frequency of content updating (continuously, periodically, once a year, etc).
Content updated within two years was considered adequate as a sign for updating occurred
within two years for 23% of reviews.[6]

•

Authors’ conflict of interests: whether a formal policy on authors’ commercial conflict of
interests is implemented and this information is reported. [7, 8]

•

Commercial support: to what extent commercial support and advertising are accepted in the
content development policy. [8, 9]

Evidence-based Methodology (Table 5)
•

Literature search/surveillance: indication of whether contents are written on the basis of a
specific systematic literature search based on explicit search strategies and aimed at
identifying relevant and valid articles or if systematic tracking of the relevant and valid
articles based on predefined sample of leading journal and journal review services is
utilised.[10]

•

Cumulative vs. discretionary approach: whether content is preferably written on the basis of
systematic reviews, particularly Cochrane Reviews rather than other publications.[11]

•

Critical appraisal methodology: the use of standard and transparent methods to assess articles’ validity.[12]

•

Grading of evidence quality: if a formal system is implemented to grade the level of evidence.[4]

•

Cite expert opinions: if statements based on experts’ opinions are easily recognisable
compared to study data and results.[13]
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